THE VISION

- Build a state-of-the-art facility to house the University of Washington’s top ten-ranked Department of Computer Science & Engineering
- Provide the tools for CSE to remain competitive and continue to serve as an engine of innovation
- Increase cutting-edge education, research, and entrepreneurship by tripling the department’s laboratory space
- Expand the capacity for students, staff, faculty, and visitors
- Enhance recruitment and retention
- Improve interaction among students, faculty, alumni and the region’s tech community

OUR PROGRESS

- Total project cost of $72 million including building technology requirements
- Secured $30 million in university and state support
- Raised approximately $40 million in private support to date toward $42 million goal
- Construction began in Autumn 2001; completion and occupancy scheduled for Summer 2003

OUR LEADERSHIP

- Campaign Co-chairs
  - Tom Alberg, Madrona Venture Group
  - Jeremy Jaech, CSE alumnus and co-founder of Aldus and Visio
- Paul G. Allen $14 million
- Microsoft Corporation $7.2 million
- Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation $6.5 million
- More than two dozen individual gifts of $100,000 and above
- More than 150 donors to the project

THE GOAL

- Raise the remaining $2 million for construction plus funds for state-of-the-art technology by Summer 2003, when the building will be completed and occupied
- Raise $20 million in endowment support for scholarships, fellowships, and professorships
YOUR ROLE

- Make a gift now — cash or stock
- Make a pledge that extends over multiple years
- Increase your gift or pledge with a corporate match
- Get involved in the campaign as a volunteer

YOUR OPPORTUNITY

- Send a message — show that you recognize the importance of maintaining UW CSE’s excellence in education, research, entrepreneurship, and leadership
- Invest in the future of our region — in expanded opportunities for students, in the creation and transfer of new cutting-edge technologies, in exciting interdisciplinary activities that will create entirely new fields
- Join a successful campaign — a campaign that’s making a difference!
- Place your name in the building to demonstrate your commitment
  - Donors of $25,000 or more — listed on Paul G. Allen Center donor wall
  - Donors of $50,000 or more — may have individually named spaces

For further information, contact
   Ed Lazowska — lazowska@cs.washington.edu
   Anne Fitzmaurice Adams — anne@engr.washington.edu
   http://www.cs.washington.edu/building/

THANK YOU FOR HELPING TO MAKE THIS VISION A REALITY!